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About COST IRACON
This COST Ac on IRACON (Inclusive Radio
Communica ons) aims at scien ﬁc breakthroughs by
introducing novel design and analysis methods for
the 5th‐genera on (5G) and beyond‐5G radio
communica on networks. Challenges include i)
modelling the variety of radio channels that can be
envisioned for future inclusive radio, ii) capacity,
energy, mobility, latency, scalability at the physical
layer and iii) network automa on, moving nodes,
cloud and virtualisa on architectures at the network
layer, as well as iv) experimental research addressing
Over‐the‐Air tes ng, Internet of Things, localisa on
and tracking and new radio access technologies. This
COST Ac on started on March 2016 and will end in
March 2020.
h p://www.iracon.org

Luca Feltrin
University of Bologna, Italy
Dear reader,
I'm happy to introduce you the sixth issue of
this newsle er. In this issue, we focus on the
highlights of our 6th technical mee ng, which took
place in Nicosia, Cyprus. In the same loca on it took
place also the interes ng Training Workshop on
So ware Deﬁned Radio, FPGA Prototyping with Over‐
the‐Air Signals.
As usual, we'd like you to meet two people behind
the Ac on. Therefore, we have given the ﬂoor to
Manijeh Bashar, a PhD student from University of
York, and to Jonas Medbo, senior specialist in
Ericsson Research.
We hope that this newsle er will inspire you.
Enjoy the reading!

COST is supported
by the EC H2020
Framework
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Chairman’s Address
Dear IRACON colleagues,
Welcome to the sixth issue of our Newsle er! IRACON
is approaching its mid‐term with already a stable
par cipa on, clear objec ves in both Disciplinary
(DWG) and Experimental Working Groups (TWG), a
well‐established set of liaisons to external projects and
bodies, and many completed training and dissemina on
ac vi es. As an example, in the last grant period, we
were able able to fund a record number of short term
missions, and we plan for more in the next grant period.
It is however true that one of the challenges we face is
that we are running in parallel to 5G and New Radio
developments. Hence, we need to adapt quickly or let
the train pass by. In the next two years, there is a lot of
work to validate channel models, improve radio access

and network technologies to cope with very stringent
requirements. Hopefully, by its term in 2020, IRACON will
have contributed to fostering not only European scien ﬁc
excellence in ICT, but also wonderful networking
opportuni es for our early career inves gators. It should
also be our ambi on that our results, models and proposals
impact current technical developments, as well regulatory
bodies and decision makers.
Let me close this address by stressing the selﬂess
commitment of our members organizing MC mee ngs,
training schools, workshops and special sessions. Thanks to
you, IRACON is able to disseminate knowledge and
research, and we, as a network, can enjoy frui ul mee ngs
and high‐level discussions. Let us keep it that way in our
next and ﬁnal two‐year term.
Enjoy the reading !

Claude Oestges
Université catholique de Louvain,
Belgium

Summary of Deliverable 2: IRACON Reference Scenarios
In 5G networks it is expected a prominent role of the so called small‐cell densiﬁca on strategy, since it will yield a
remarkable capacity increase. This, combined with the exploita on of virtualiza on techniques and So ware Deﬁned
Networks (SDN) leading to the Network Func on Virtualiza on (NFV) paradigm, would facilitate coopera on
strategies between base sta ons if some of their core func ons are moved to the cloud.
IRACON WG3 members are working in dynamics and complex scenarios oriented to Beyond 4G and 5G, advoca ng
new techniques and solu ons, assessing their performance for certain scenarios and use cases. These scenarios have
been validated by the authors through their research ac vity being the next step the possibility for other IRACON
members to use them for their own research. WG3 deliverable covers scenarios on Cloud‐Radio Access Network (C‐
RAN) and Virtual RAN, 5G outdoor HetNet scenarios, spectrum sensing, and ﬂying networks (drone‐mounted base
sta ons).
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Interview with a senior researcher
Short biography
Jonas Medbo received the B.S. degree in physics from Stockholm
University in 1986 and the Ph.D. degree in par cle physics from
Uppsala University in 1997. Since 1997 he has been with Ericsson
Research conduc ng propaga on research. He has contributed to
widely used channel models of Hiperlan/2, METIS, mmMAGIC and
3GPP. Moreover, he has been one of the drivers of the ITU‐R
propaga on recommenda ons for building entry loss and clu er loss
which currently are being used for spectrum sharing studies prior to
world radio conference 2019.

What was your motivation to be part of
COST IRACON?
COST IRACON cons tutes the con nua on of an about
thirty years long sequence of renowned COST ac ons
(since COST 207). I have par cipated since the COST
273 mee ng in Helsinki 2002 where I realized the
extensive knowledge, par cularly in the area of
propaga on, it was represen ng and today s ll is
represen ng. The key I think is the friendly atmosphere
and willingness to share insights. Also, the long‐term
con nuity is important which is illustrated by that some
persons I met at my ﬁrst mee ng in 2002 I also met in
Nicosia 2018 (e.g. Luis, Claude, Wim, Tommi, Reiner and
Fredrik).

What is the “next big thing” in the
wireless
communication
area?
I believe that that the broadband quality and coverage
when you are on the move i.e. on trains, aircra s, boats
and in cars and busses etc. will be radically improved in
the near future. Another thing which soon might be really
big is loca on aware services which of course depend on
the extent to which highly precise posi oning is provided
both indoors and outdoors.

What was your motivation to become a
researcher?
I have always been very curious about all sorts of
phenomena trying to understand them in depth. My
main interest has always been the fundamental laws of
physics, both at the very small scale, as par cle physics,
and the very large scale, as cosmology. I consider myself
very fortunate for have been given the opportunity of
using Maxwell’s theory of electrodynamics in my daily
work.

What would you like COST IRACON to
achieve?
With focus on WG1, I think COST IRACON primarily will
contribute with increased experimental understanding of
propaga on and radio channel over a wide range of
frequencies and scenarios. This knowledge will then be
the basis for contribu ons to standardized modelling in
e.g. 3GPP and ITU‐R. I also expect that the main ﬁndings

JONAS MEDBO
Senior specialist in applied propaga on
Ericsson AB, Ericsson Research

will be implemented in the COST 2100/Iracon channel
model.

What are your favourite areas of
interest and research?
I am par cularly interested in the highly resolved channel
proper es in delay and direc on. Such knowledge is
cri cal as beamforming techniques are needed to
overcome the increasing transmission losses which occur
when going up in frequency due to decreasing apertures
of tradi onal omni direc onal and sector antennas.

My favourite book, music(ian), movie,
TVseries are ...
Regarding literature I would like to put forward the classic
novel “The stranger” by Camus which really has impacted
me with how well it literary provides an almost real and
tangible sense of presence. I like blues and modern Jazz
where one of my favourite musicians is Jimi Hendrix. A
good movie to men on is Babel by Alejandro González
Iñárritu. This movie contains a lot of both poe c beauty
and high‐quality drama.

I’m most passionate about …
I am really passionate about nature and like to spend a lot
of my me hiking in the Swedish woods. Unfortunately,
most of them suﬀer from forestry impact and have lost a
lot of their biodiversity.

My favourite holiday is…
One of my favourite holidays in the past years has been
to go to France biking in some vine region like Provence
and Alsace.

What is your country well known for?
I guess Sweden might be most well‐known for the Nobel
prize. What I like the most is deﬁni vely the so called
“allemansrä en” meaning that landowners by law have to
allow people to hike everywhere with a few excep ons

My favourite or personal quote is …
I like very much following quote by Groucho Marx: “Those
are my principles, and if you don't like them... well, I have
others”
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Interview with an Early Career
Investigator
Short biography
I received my B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering from University of Gilan, Iran in
July 2009, and my M.Sc. in Communica on Systems Engineering from Shiraz
University of Technology, Iran in Feb. 2013. Currently I am PhD student at
the University of York, UK under supervision of professor Alister Burr. My
current project is Coopera ve communica ons for 5G autonomous networks
including Massive MIMO and Parameterising COST2100 at 60 GHz for the
establishment of simpliﬁed Massive MIMO.

How did you became involved in
COST IRACON (or any of the
previous Actions)?
I have completed my M.Sc. in the area of
communica on systems at Shiraz University of
Technology, in Shiraz, Iran. Currently, I am a third
year PhD student at the university of York, UK.
During my studies, I was always of inquisi ve bent
and ac ve student. I have handled several projects,
which involved wireless Communica ons and
Coordinated mul ple‐point (CoMP) transmissions for
cellular systems and resource alloca on in wireless
networks, transmit and receive ﬁlter design, massive
MIMO systems and cogni ve radio networks. I
currently work under supervision of Professor Alister
G. Burr, who is a well‐known person in the ﬁeld of
Communica ons. As one of his PhD students, I had
the great chance of involving in COST
IRACON.

What was your motivation
become a researcher?

to

I believe the favourite part of research is explora on.
I have discovered a number of research areas I ﬁnd
very exci ng.

What was your motivation to be part
of COST IRACON?
I am conﬁdent that Being part of COST IRACON is a
good chance for me to obtain a great research
experience and become eventually a researcher in
the area of communica ons, and accomplish my
ul mate goal which is to come up with innova ve
ideas.

Manijeh Bashar
PhD Student
University of York, UK

What would like COST IRACON to
achieve
As part of IRACON, I have completed a short term
scien ﬁc mission under supervision of Prof. Alister Burr
and Prof. Katsuyuki Haneda. Over the past few years,
an abundance of techniques have been proposed as a
means to eﬃciently scale the wireless capacity. It
remains unclear which technology or set of
technologies can meet the demand. One promising set
of technologies for the 5G cellular network is the
combina on of large antenna arrays and short
wavelength carrier waves. This combina on allows for
a greater bandwidth availability and extremely high
spectral eﬃciency by u lizing a high number of
antennas, whilst occupying a rela vely small area. This
technology is known as Massive MIMO (mul ple input
mul ple output) at the mm‐wavelength spectrum. I
hope COST IRACON will implement this technology.

What are your favourite areas of
interest and research?
5G communica ons, Massive MIMO, distributed
Massive MIMO, op miza on and resource alloca on,
channel
modelling,
millimetre‐wave
channels.

What is your country well known for?
What do you like the most about your
country.
Poetry holds a special place in Iranian culture. All
Iranians can recite lines from famous Persian poems,
such as the most famous poem in Iran called
“Shahnameh” or “The Epic of Kings”.

My favourite or personal quote is ...
“If we did all the things we are capable of, we would
literally astound ourselves.” Thomas A. Edison
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Selected scien ﬁc topic:

"Detec on and Localiza on of Non‐Coopera ve Road Users based on
Propaga on Measurements at C‐Band" by M. Schmidhammer, F. Müller, S.
Sand, I. Rashdan ‐ TD(18)06011
With its increased bandwidth and its envisioned usage
for vehicular communica on, 5G oﬀers a promising
opportunity for road surveillance services in automo ve
environments. Road surveillance can provide an
extended awareness for future autonomous vehicles by
including non‐coopera ve road users as for instance
pedestrians, cyclists, and other non‐equipped vehicles.
This paper proposes a system which employs an array of
spa ally separated road‐side units as illuminators of
opportunity. By probing reﬂected signals of moving
en es, i.e. persons or vehicles, the proposed system
aims to classify these en es and to determine their
posi on and velocity. In this regard, we performed a
channel sounding campaign measuring the signal
propaga on at C‐band. As shown in the ﬁgure below, an
array of a sta c transmi er and four sta c receivers was
setup in a controlled environment, in order to isolate the
characteris cs of a vehicular propaga on channel
.
Contact Person
Mar n.Schmidhammer@dlr.de

including determinis c and me‐variant sca erers. For
ground truth, the posi on and velocity of the moving
en es was constantly tracked using GNSS.
The measurements have shown that it is possible to
detect vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians with wideband
communica on signals. In a ﬁrst analysis, we observed
dis nct diﬀerences in the received power levels among
diﬀerent en es. Par cularly, cars were iden ﬁed as
strongest reﬂectors. Furthermore, a comparison with
GNSS reveals that the measured delay and Doppler
values allow a valid es ma on of velocity and loca on
of the road users.

Figure: Setup of channel sounding measurement campaign for
localizing determinis c and me‐variant sca erers.

Selected scien ﬁc topic:

"NarrowBand‐IoT: A Survey on Downlink and Uplink Perspec ves" by L.
Feltrin, G. Tsoukaneri, M. Condoluci, C. Bura , T. Mahmoodi, M. Dohler,
R. Verdone ‐ TD(18)06016
NarrowBand‐IoT (NB‐IoT) is a radio access technology
standardized by the 3GPP to support a large set of use
cases for massive machine‐type communica ons
(mMTC).
Compared
to
human‐oriented
4G
technologies, NB‐IoT has key design features in terms
of increased coverage, enhanced power saving, and a
reduced set of func onali es. These features allow for
connec vity of devices in challenging posi ons,
enabling long ba ery life and reducing device
complexity. This paper provides a detailed overview on
NB‐IoT, together with analysis and performance
evalua on of the technology. Both uplink direc on and
downlink are presented including the recent updates
on the support of mul cast transmissions. The paper
summarizes the possible conﬁgura ons of NB‐IoT,
discusses the procedures for data transmission and
recep on and analyzes aspects such as latency and
resource occupa on. We present a performance
Contact Person
luca.feltrin@unibo.it

Figure: Channel occupancy in UL (le ) and DL (right) direc ons for
diﬀerent realis c use cases.

evalua on focusing on both uplink and downlink, with
the aim to understand the channel occupancy of NB‐
IoT for diﬀerent real‐life IoT use cases and cell
deployments. Further analysis focuses on the impact of
various radio access parameters on the capacity of NB‐
IoT. Finally, results focusing on a new use case for NB‐
IoT, i.e., ﬁrmware update of a group of devices, are
presented in form of a comparison between unicast
and mul cast transmission modes.
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Selected scien ﬁc topic:

"A Body‐Shadowing Model for Oﬀ‐Body and Body‐to‐Body Communi‐
ca ons" by K. Turbic, S. J. Ambroziak, and L. M. Correia ‐ TD(18)06031
Body Area Networks (BANs) are foreseen to
revolu onise healthcare, to provide support for a
military team on a ba lefront, and to fundamentally
change the human‐computer interac on we know
today. In order to op mise the performance of these
systems, designers need appropriate channel models
whose simplicity is an advantage. One of the most
important eﬀects in oﬀ‐ and body‐to‐body channels is
body‐shadowing, which occurs when the Line‐of‐Sight
between transmi er and receiver is obstructed by the
user(s).
One presents a simple model for body‐shadowing in
oﬀ‐ and body‐to‐body channels, based on a shadowing
pa ern associated with the on‐body antenna,
represented by a cosine func on whose parameters are
physically interpretable and can be es mated from
measurements. The amplitude parameter, i.e. the
maximum body‐shadowing loss, is found to be linearly
decreasing with distance. The model was evaluated
against oﬀ‐body channel measurements with the user
rota ng at diﬀerent distances from an oﬀ‐body Access

Point, performed at 2.45 GHz in an indoor environment. As
one can observe in the ﬁgure for an example scenario with
a wearable antenna on the chest, the model ﬁts
measurements very well.

Figure: Shadowing‐pa ern ﬁ ed to measurements for a wearable antenna
on the chest.

Contact Person
kenan.turbic@tecnico.ulisboa.pt

Selected scien ﬁc topic:

“Implementa on of a Ray Launching Algorithm for Fast Propaga on
Predic on” by E. M. Vitucci, J. S. Lu, V. Degli‐Espos , F. Fuschini, M.
Barbiroli, J. Blaha, H. L. Bertoni, ‐ TD(18)06046
A novel ﬁeld predic on model, called Discrete
Environment‐Driven Ray Launching (DED‐RL), is
proposed. The algorithm takes advantage of
environment preprocessing to eﬃciently trace rays
undergoing both specular and diﬀuse interac ons. The
algorithm is “environment‐driven” because rays are
traced from the ray source according to the presence
and distribu on of obstacles in the surrounding space,
therefore adap ng ray density to the environment’s
characteris cs. The environment is discre zed into
simple regular shapes to facilitate faster geometric
computa ons, allow for environment preprocessing and
allow for the algorithm to be parallelized in a
straigh orward way. These innova ve features
combined together and implemented on a NVIDIA
Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) are shown to speed‐
up computa on up to four orders of magnitude
compared to more conven onal algorithms. Typical
computa on mes for complete predic ons over all
building surfaces in an urban macrocell range from a
few seconds to tens of minutes, depending on the size
Contact Person
enricomaria.vitucci@unibo.it

of the urban scenario and the characteris cs of the Tx
site. Comparisons with measurements in a dense urban
environment show that the accuracy level is similar, or
slightly be er, with respect to a reference ray tracing tool,
despite some approxima ons that are intrinsic to the
discrete approach as compared to the more rigorous
image‐based approach. These approxima ons can be over‐
compensated by the higher number of bounces and
combina ons of diﬀerent mechanisms, which could not
be considered with ray tracing due to the high
computa on mes.

Figure: DED‐RL is capable to do 3D predic ons over all building surfaces (a),
with a computa onal eﬃciency up to 4 orders of magnitude with respect to
conven onal image‐ray tracing algorithms (b).
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Highlights from the last mee ng
DWG1 ‐ Radio channels: DWG1 had 17 TDs, repor ng 1) new radio measurement campaigns covering diﬀerent vehicular
scenarios, 2) advanced radio channel models, e.g., ITU‐R terrain clu er models and 3) various radio channel and antenna simula ons
including comparisons of diﬀerent simula on techniques and computa onally eﬃcient ray‐launching. Discussion session covered a
list of tasks for channel model correspondence groups.

DWG2 ‐ PHY (Physical) Layer: There were 4 TDs presented in one WG2 session. The topics that were addressed include (1) an
analysis of the M‐MIMO capabili es to cope with residual interference from short cyclic preﬁx in OFDM transmission, (2)
coopera ve STBC based technique to reduce outage probability in non‐orthogonal superposi on coded mul ple‐access
communica ons, (3) an impact of quan sa on on the performance of distributed massive MIMO uplink fronthaul, (4) ultra low power
wakeup radios in IoT networks.

DWG3 ‐ NET (Network) Layer: In Nicosia MC and technical mee ng WG3 had three sessions with 12 TDs. WG3 also had a joint
session with IoT EWG on Narrowband IoT. Presented TDs in this mee ng were on Cloud RAN, wireless‐op cal integra on, small cell
and self‐organising networks, vehicular networks, network simula on, airborne networks and networks’ techno‐economic challenges.
The workgroup deliverable on reference scenarios for 5G and beyond was presented in a plenary talk. In the discussions ECIs were
encouraged to apply for STSMs and all members were reminded of upcoming events and conferences.

EWG‐OTA ‐ Over‐The‐Air tes ng: This mee ng, the Experimental Working Group on OTA had only two dedicated TDs, of
which one describes a strategy for tes ng equipment with beam‐steering arrays, TD47 from Keysight depicted a perspec ve
regarding standardisa on of LTE and New Radio. TD35, from Keysight Finland, showed an Over‐the Air tes ng setup for beam‐
steering antenna arrays. Some confusion arose with respect to organising a Training School, which has to be resolved quickly, as the
school is already planned by the IRACON Chair.

EWG‐IoT ‐ Internet‐of‐Things: The main topics addressed within the EWG‐IoT were Narrow Band IoT (NB‐IoT) and UAV‐aided
mobile wireless networks. With reference to the ﬁrst topic, one work was related to performance evalua on of the radio access in
uplink and downlink, while a second presenta on was dealing with a comparison between NB‐IoT and LoRa in terms of coverage
when considering smart grids applica ons. As far as the UAV networks is concerned, one work studied the impact of UAV antenna
direc vity and REM‐awareness in a scenario where a base sta on, mounted on a UAV, is used to serve users on the ground. Another
interes ng work shown results of experimental tests of wireless transmission in ven la on ducts for smart building applica ons.

SEWG‐IoT ‐ Internet‐of‐Things for Health: The SEWG‐IoT: Internet‐of‐Things for Health held one sessions with three TDs.
Topics presented were related to the human body electromagne cs exposure induced by wireless cellular networks in typical city
environments, nano‐communica on using Foerster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) signals for in‐body medical applica ons, and
mathema cal

modelling

of the

human

body shadowing

in

oﬀ‐body and

body‐to‐body channels.

EWG‐LT ‐ Localisa on and Tracking: The session of
the EWG on Localiza on and Tracking included the
presenta on of two TDs and one group discussion on
the

various

ac vi es

conducted

by

par cipants.

Speciﬁcally, the TDs comprised a technical paper on
detec on and localiza on of non‐coopera ve road users
based on propaga on measurements at the C‐Band, plus
an overview paper on localisa on and Massive MIMO. As
for the group discussion, the focus was on the current
status and next steps of the white paper on new
localiza on methods for 5G and IoT that is under
prepara on.
Newcomers to the Ac on.
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COST‐IRACON Joint Winter School on Beyond 5G
Networks opera ng in the Millimetre Wavebands enabled
by Joint Analogue‐digital Signal Processing: 5th March
2018, Lisbon, Portugal

Organisers: Fernando J. Velez (Ins tuto de Telecomunicações and Universidade da Beira Interior, Portugal), Ana Garcia
Armada (UC3M, Spain), Rui Dinis (Ins tuto de Telecomunicações and Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal)
Abstract: The third Training School of the COST CA15104 IRACON will take place from 5th March to 9th March, 2018
at Ins tuto de Telecomunicações, Ins tuto Superior Técnico, Lisbon, Portugal, organised by Fernando J. Velez (Ins tuto
de Telecomunicações and Universidade da Beira Interior, Portugal), Ana Garcia Armada (UC3M, Spain), Rui Dinis
(Ins tuto de Telecomunicações and Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal). The topic is “Beyond 5G Networks
opera ng in the Millimetre Wavebands enabled by Joint Analogue‐digital Signal Processing”. This ac vity is also
organized in the framework of VTS Chapters Special Projects 2018. IRACON oﬀers some grants for PhD students to
a end this Training School. The program reviews the 5G standardiza on process and explains recent advances in
antennas, RF, signal and mul ‐antenna processing, modula on and coding schemes as well as spectrum management
strategies, to achieve implementable Massive Antenna Array Systems (MAAS) technologies at mmW frequencies, with
the ul mate goal of providing mobile communica on systems that approach 1 Tbit/s data rate on a per link basis.
Business aspects, cost/revenue trade‐oﬀ, public policies for spectrum sharing, entrepreneurship and IPR protec on will
also be central parts of the training. The event also includes a poster session that will allow the students to share their
recent ﬁndings and ideas with their colleagues and tutors and some “hands‐on” training ac vi es (simula on,
programming).

Facts & Figures
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